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A/An……………sets fire to property illegally.

kidnapper vandal arsonist burglar

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She ………….with embarrassment.

withdraw shivered strolled blushed

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This year wheat...................was very good.

blast whisper harvest festive

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"To bring about” means………………….. .

to succeed to show to cancel to produce

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The phrase “Concentration camp”  refers to……………. .

prison munitions labor battalion military supplies

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her mother tried to comfort her, but her........................was so great.

tear creep nap grief

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If, it is usually said and believed,  you........................on a problem, you are likely to solve it.

relieve stare concentrate mumble

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She thought that man was as cunning as a................. .

lark deer fox bear

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Let her...................her feelings by weeping.

relieve intrude capture stare

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You will need support to carry.....................such a programme.

off on out in

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He, it  is actually reported, died ..........February 18th, 1964.

in on at from

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

we may commonly express that ......................is the opposite of necessity.

Luxury Brute Adult Spot

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The phrase 'Due to' can possitively mean................... .

small points in advance beforehand because of

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should not reasonably ……………away from the main group or you’ll get lost.

nap glance stray doze

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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He asked me to call him..............as soon as possible.

up on off out

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She has always been a penny-saver, it means she is a....................... person.

faint thrifty timid shallow

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When connecting to someone in another country, if the number is not.............., we get through

straight away.

engaged boarded united separated

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She was not old; she was a little...................thirty.

by over on in

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does the word "routine" mean?

A material used in war A gesture made by the head

A marvelous uprising event A regular order of doing things

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Her eyes are her best............................ .

feature edges brutes nod

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the simplest sense, ………….. is anything that stands for or represents something else beyond it.

simile rhetorical question

symbol metaphor

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The figure of speech used in "The moon shines clear as silver" is..................... .

metaphor simile personification symbol

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which figure of speech is used in "She scales the sky from east to west"?

Is the moon tired? she looks so pale/ within her misty veil;/ She scales the sky from east to west

metaphor simile personification allusion

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In "I murmured my thought,/ And I felt delight" in Wild Flower's Song,.......................imagery can

be found.

visual auditory abstract tactile

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"April" in The Four Sweet Months refers to...................... .

the wind the spring the moon the sun

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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In The Song of The Grass, the grass talks and represents itself. It means that..................... is used.

metaphor simile personification symbolization

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Gustatory imagery can be found in........................... .

Supping hot pottage My clothes are soft and warm

While I sit in chimney nook But Im sorry for the poor

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In "He is called by thy name" in The Lamb, ..................... is used, that is Christ.

metaphor simile rhyme allusion

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Unable to rejoice" in the last line of the poem 'The Owl' should mean............................... .

speaking for all who lay under the stars,

soldiers and poor, unable to rejoice.

cannot be glad disabled to mourn

unable to grieve lamenting disability

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The sound /ei/ in "day" and "away" is........................... .

Oh where have you been all the day

That you have been so long away?

grammatical the rhyming element

speech element a part in grammar

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the following lines there are.................................................. .

As I wandered in the forest

The green leaves among,

I heard a wild flower

Singing a song.

visual concrete images only audio-visual imagery

images of a civilized world the wild images of leaves only

31-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Personificaton is used in which of the followings?

The night was creeping on the ground. I saw the farmer plough the field.

I saw at first a silvery sheen. so I stared at the night.

32-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When one thing, idea, or action is referred to by a word or expression normally denoting another

thing or idea, so as to suggest some common quality shared by the two we use....

Simile Persona Symbol Metaphor

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A/An..................is literal and sensory while a/an.......................combines a literal and sensuous

quality with an abstract or suggestive aspect or meaning.

image/symbol symbol/image simile/metaphor metaphor/simile

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A/An............................describes by explicit and expressed similarity and analogy, while a/

an...........................describes by implied similarity and analogy.

image/symbole simile/metaphor

symbole/image metaphore/simile

35-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the following lines, which one can be considered as an audio imagery?

Downhill I came, hungry, and yet not starved;

Cold, yet had heat within me that was proof

Against the North wind; tired, yet so that rest

Had seemed the sweetest thing under a roof.

the sweetest thing downhill

the North wind thing under a roof

36-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is a literal and concrete representation of the sensory experience like touching "the beach sand"

and "the bucket":

Tactile Image Visual Image Auditory Image Gustatory Image

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the lines "so when I sit for every meal/ and say a grace, I always feel" from The Harvest, the

word "grace" can also mean......................... .

a small wave on the surface of a liquid, especially water in a lake

an attractive quality of movement that is smooth, elegant and controlled

a shiny-greyish and precious metal which is white in color

a wild or garden plant, with a large delicate flower that is usually red

38-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What kind of rhyme is there in the following lines?

All sounds of furred and feathered things,

The footfall soft, the whirr of wings,

Internal Dissimilar Identical Different

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Rhetorical question is a question that................................................. .

is not very important is not expecting an answer

is not  common in speaking is not used in poems

40-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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